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                                  HUMMAN COMPUTER INTERACTION 

Task # 01:- 

The first product that I have selected is and easy to use is FILMORA VIDEO 

EDITOR it is the software that is used for video editing and can easily learn 

anyone. 

1)What is the product? 

Ans: The product is filmora video editing software. 

2)What task the product perform? 

Ans:-The product is used for editing video and short time animation for the video. 

3)Present one way in which the product is easy  for you to use? 



Ans:-The interface of the software is very attractive and can be easy to learn and 

perform the task that you want. 

4) How would someone else find this product difficult to use? 

Ans:-If a man firstly open these software he/she cannot work directly but looking 

different tutorial from internet he/she can learn it easily in one week of time but 

initially it look difficult and creating animation is also difficult task. 

5) How could this difficulty be resolved? 

Ans: This difficulty could be resolved if someone practicing on it continuously and 

looking tutorial from internet then its difficulty can be easily resolved. 

 

The second product that I have selected and difficult to use is DATABASE SYSTEM 

Which is not too easy for every one to learn and also difficult interface for the 

beginner. 

1)What is the product? 

Ans: The product is database system. 

2) A database system primary job is to ensure that data is available, protected 

from loss and corruption, and easily accessible as needed. 

3) Present one way in which this product is difficult for you to use. 

Ans:-Database system is difficult and cannot be easily understood if you are not 

daily user of database mean that if you are not in contact with it daily for example 

run query you have to use different condition to get different data from database 

and cannot perform operation on the database everyone. 

4) How could this difficulty be resolved ? 



Ans:-This difficult could be resolved if the database system producer make it 

interface easy as much as possible to understand and can perform operation on 

the data easily. 

5) How would someone else find this product easy to use? 

Ans:-This product can someone else use it easily if they have background of the 

web development or having daily base user of database so they could find the 

product easy to use. 

SUMMARY:  

The importance of the both product is the product that are easily use and can be 

understand easily for every one have more user then the software that are 

difficult to use. the product that have complex interface are difficult to use and 

cannot handle every one as compare to the product that have good and easily 

understood interface. 

TASK 02: 

All the feature of sic are given below: 

>attractive log in page 

>Dashboard for finding all information about fee of the semester. 

>E library in which all the book are available soft form for all the department of 

the university and can easily download. 

>Registration of the subject , timetable of the classes, date sheet of the exam 

>Some one can easily download lectures and assignment of the teachers and can 

easily uploaded assignments. 

>Teacher assessment. 

>feedback. 

How sic can be improve and what feature can be added:-  



>website loading time is more as compare to other website so its loading time can 

be decrease as much as possible. 

>the system must have all the semesters record that the student have passed it 

include only the current semester record. 

>video uploading option also included that the student can easily learn anything 

from the teachers in video form. 

>if the student log in to sic the student image is not shown so the student image 

can  be  included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


